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Objectives

Define fair!

´ Understand the roles and relationships executive
function, psychiatric disorders and stress play on
student’s classroom functioning

´Fair is not equal, it is when you get what you need!

´ Recognize the difference between “won’t” can
“can’t”
´ Understand how to intervene positively with
practical classroom approaches and strategies
´ Review assessment tools and surveys

Psychiatric
Disorders

Child

Executive
Function

Psychiatric
Stress

Disorders
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In your classroom:
´ What percent of children can you expect to have
psychiatric disorders such as depression, anxiety, bi-polar
disorder?
´ A total of 13%–20% of children living in the United States
experience a mental disorder in a given year, and
surveillance during 1994–2011 has shown the prevalence
of these conditions to be increasing.

Executive
Function

What is executive function?

What is executive function?

´Attention Regulating Skills

´ Executive function is an umbrella term that refers to

´It is malleable!
´The preschool ages are likely to be very
important!

´ a heterogeneous grouping
´ of top-down processes
´ that allow individuals to regulate their thoughts and
behavior
´ to successfully engage in purposeful, goal-directed, and
future-oriented actions
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What do executive functions matter?
´ Even when you control for SES and IQ:
´ School success
´ SAT score
´ Likelihood of graduating from college by age 25
´ Work success
´ Physical health
´ Interpersonal relationship success
´ Parenting success
´ Independent adult living
Building the Brain’s “Air Traffic Control” System: How Early Experiences Shape the Development of Executive Function: Working Paper No. 11.

In many cases:

´EF predicted outcomes better than IQ

Catecholamine mechanisms in the prefrontal cortex:
proven strategies for enhancing higher cognitive function
•Craig W Berridge1, ,
•Amy FT Arnsten2
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These functions are highly interrelated, and the
successful application of executive function
skills requires them to operate in coordination
with each other.

EF happens largely in pre-frontal cortex
´ PFC is sensiitve to variation in levels of neurotransmitters
´ Most specifically catccholamines, dopamine and
norepinephrine
´ The later tw3o vary as a function of many things, one of
which is level of stress
´ Slight levels of stress lead to improvement
´ Higher levels of stress lead to total shut down

Executive functions
´Inhibition

´Working Memory

´Shift (flexible thinking)

´Plan/Prioritize

´Emotional control

´Organize materials

´Task Initiation

´Monitor
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Inhibition in action:
Inhibition

AKA: Inhibitory Control/Self-Regulation/Response Inhibition

´ Raising one’s hand before answering a question in class
´ Waiting for one’s turn to play in a game or to speak
during a conversation

´Stop behaviors

´ Ignoring distractions while working on homework

´Resist impulses

´ Being patient

´Delay gratification

´ Completing a long, multi-step task

´Separate emotion from fact

Supporting students with inhibition
issues:
´ Use personal goal card on desk
´ Seat them near you so you can touch the cue
´ Use secret signal
´ Use their name to control
´ Try smaller intermediate awards
´ Try the Great Question Chart!
´ Require that answers be written before calling on
someone
´

´ Waiting in line
´ Not talking back when upset

´ Remind the group ahead of time what the rules are for giving
answers
´ If you take one shouted out answer, you have to ignore them 20
times to correct the problem.
´ “Who knows the answer to …….”
´ If you know the answer, thumbs up.
´ Personal signal (wind it down)
´ Analyze attention and how the child gets it
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Shift

AKA: Cognitive Flexibility

´ Great chart of ideas!
https://www.scribd.com/doc/236502832/responseinhibition-ideas#

Description:
´Flexibility in thinking, adaptability
´Taking the role of another
´Move between one task/situation to another,
transitions
´Adjust plans
´Respond to feedback
´What about multi-tasking?

How to help students with shift issues in
the classroom:
´ Uses two skills—flexible thinking and set shifting.
´Flexible thinking is when kids are able to think
about something in a new way.
´Set shifting is when they can let go of the old
way of doing something in order to use a new
way.

´ More wait time: When you ask a question, request that
students not raise their hands until you provide time for
everyone to consider (and ideally write down) his or her
response. For many students, even seeing a classmate with
hand up, ready to answer, blocks their brain from putting
effort into considering their own response.
´ The brain's greatest dopamine-reward pleasure comes from
finding out if one's prediction or answer is correct. If students
expect to hear their classmate's "correct" answer before
they think of one, their brains won’t make the mental effort
because there's no expectation of the dopamine boost
once the "answer" is given.
´ Use everyone respond!
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Emotional Control

AKA: Emotion Regulation
Description:
´ Ability to control/modulate emotional responses
´ Regulate emotions
´ Rational thought on feelings

Talk about emotional regulation in simile and metaphor.
Frame self-awareness in terms such as “feeling the temperature,”
“adjusting the volume” on feelings, or “keeping his cool.”
Help him create a feeling “thermometer” that helps him visualize when it is
time to adjust the temperature on his feelings, moving from “hot-headed
temper” to a more comfortable “cool down.”
“Shedding a layer” (letting go of a particular concern or emotion) or
“turning down the volume” (consciously choosing to reduce the
importance of a situation) can lead to drastic reductions in disruptive
outbursts. It can also help him recognize the amount of control he actually
has in any situation.
Deliberately focusing on areas of personal interest as a distraction
— listening to his favorite music CD, walking his dog, or engaging in an
enjoyable activity with a friend — can lessen the intensity of feelings.

How to help kids with emotional control
issues in the classroom:
´ Great activities notebook!
http://ong.ohio.gov/frg/FRGresources/emotional_intellegenc
e_13-18.pdf
´ Anger management cards:
http://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/angermanagement-skill-cards.pdf
´ Turtle technique
´ Positive self-talk
´ Avoid triggers: seating or scheduling
´
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´ Deescalate:
´ If you can’t do this, what could you do right now?
´ Sometimes the most important thing that a person can
do when they are frustrated or angry is to take a break
from what they are doing.
´ Breathing exercises:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZbQPk8LeJ8

Initiation

AKA: Task Initiation
Description:
´ Ability to start a task
´ Independently generate ideas/problem solving
´ Diagnosis: Depression, ODD, Bipolar
´ Why can’t you start certain things? What do you do?
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How to help students with initiative
issues in the classroom:
´Booklet!
http://www.yesnet.yk.ca/staffroom/selfreg/task_
initiation.pdf
´Also:
´Distractors
´Anxiety

Working Memory

Ideas!
´ Guide student through beginning so there is something on
the paper
´ Cut assignment into parts
´ Have student work with peer for beginning then separate
´ Encourage self-talk “I can do this”
´ Have them set up: materials in place
´ Teach them to set personal reward for starting and working
for set period
´ Consider that they need more structure – add graphic
organizer?
´ Use hurdle helpers
´ Watch out with samples

Listen to these numbers!

AKA: Sustained Attention

Description:
´ Hold information in mind to complete a task
´ Encode and store information, generate goals
´ Follow complex instructions
´ Complete multi-task activities
´ Diagnosis: AHDH, Depression, Schizophrenia, Mood
disorder, Personality disorder
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No simple way to teach working memory!
´ Be prepared to repeat information.
´ Three claps, say three times technique
´ Use visual reminders of the steps needed to complete a task.
´ Teach students to practice in short sessions, repeatedly
throughout the day. Spaced practice is more effective than
massed practice.
´ Assist students to connect what they learn to what they already
know.
´ Teach them how to use flash cards.

How to help students with working memory
issues in the classroom:
´ REDUCE THE MEMORY LOAD
´ Don’t waste memory space on google knowledge!
´ Break tasks into smaller chunks. One task at a time is best, if
possible.
´ Mnemonics and acronyms help shorten items to be recalled.
´ Reduce the amount of material the student is expected to
complete.
´ Puppy Talk! Keep new information or instructions brief and to
the point, and repeat in concise fashion for the student, as
needed.
´ Provide written directions for reference.

´ Simplify the amount of mental processing required by
providing several oral “clues” for a problem and writing key
words for each clue on the board or interactive whiteboard.
This way the student does not have to hold all of the
information in mind at once.
´ Increase the meaningfulness of the material by providing
examples students can relate to.
´ Provide information in multiple ways: speak it, show it, and
create opportunities to physically work with it or model it.
´ Develop routines, such as specific procedures for turning in
completed assignments. Once a routine is practiced
repeatedly, it becomes automatic and reduces the working
memory demand.
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Lets talk about KWL charts!
´Use visual posters, e.g. of multiplication tables.

´I suggest using KTI charts instead!
´Know, teacher wants you to learn and I
got it!

´Create posters of commonly used words.
´Provide instructions in written form – could be a
handout, whiteboard, or simply a sticky note.
´Provide a key word outline to refer to while you are
teaching.
´Encourage the use of checklists for multi-step tasks
(e.g., steps for editing written work, timelines for
assignments).
´Encourage students to make lists of reminders regularly.

´ Use graphic organizers to teach new concepts and
information. When the student can picture how the
ideas are interrelated, they can be stored and retrieved
more easily.
´ Consider educational technology that reduces the
demand on working memory, such as calculators, word
processors, spell-check devices, grammar-check
devices, and voice dictation and text readers.
´ Use rhymes, songs, movements and patterns, such as ’30
days hath September’ rhyme for remembering the
number of days in each calendar month. Music and
physical routines linked to fact learning can help
students memorize faster and act as a cue for retrieving
specific information

´ Stop at least two times per lesson and request a quick
summary from students – “what have we learned so
far?” – followed by quick notes on the board.
´ Request students to paraphrase, or have another
student paraphrase verbally delivered directions.
Research has repeatedly shown that youth are more
likely to “hear” and “remember” if they hear their own
voice or a peer’s voice.
´ Play “on the spot”
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´ COLOR CODE • Physical coding, such as consistent colors for
different subject areas, can act as triggers to help students
remember information.
´ Spelling – highlight difficult parts of new words.
´ Vocabulary – teach new words in categories or families and color
code the categories.
´ Encourage the use of colored pens or highlighters (remember,
yellow is the LEAST effective).

´ SUPPORTING STUDENTS WITH WORKING MEMORY
DIFFICULTIES http://canlearnsociety.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2013/03/LC_Working-Memory_N2.pdf

´ GET PHYSICAL • Active participation with the material such as
repeatedly hearing it, seeing it and moving it, holds the
information in working memory so it can move to long-term
memory. Let the students move around, use hands-on material
and put information on file cards so they can be manipulated.

Plan/Organize

AKA: Time Management/Goal Directed Persistence/Prioritizing

Description:
´Ability to manage current and future demands
´Time management

How to help students with organization
issues in the classroom:
´ Simple schedulers, break up long term
assignments, credit for each step along the way
http://www.additudemag.com/adhd/article/35
72.html

´Setting goals
´Order to information
´Identify main ideas/key elements
´Diagnosis: ADHD, depression
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Organization of Materials
´Ability to organize “things” in
one’s environment
´Keeping track of belongings
´Organizing one’s workspace

8 Foolproof Ways to Help a Disorganized Student
By: Janelle Cox

Set up and Stick to a Routine
Clean Out the Clutter
Monitor All Schoolwork
Enlist Help From Parents
Create a Checklist
Use Memory Aids
Memory aids are a great way to help disorganized students remember their tasks and class
materials. Provide students with aids such as sticky notes, rubber bands and timers. Have
them tape checklists and class schedules to their folders and desks. Teach students acronyms
such as CATS (C=Carry, A= Assignment, T=to, S=School) or PANTS (P=Parent, A=Assignment,
N=Notebook, T=Textbook, S=School) to help them remember what to bring to school.
Use the Buddy System
Enlist the help of a classmate to remind the disorganized student of important tasks and
student expectations. Pair the student up with a responsible student that you can trust, to
help them out when you are busy or absent.
Label and Color Code Everything

Monitor

AKA: Self-Monitoring/Self Regulation
´ Interpersonal awareness
´ Work-checking habits
´ Regulating and monitoring responses to situations
´ Outbursts, rushing, careless
´ Poor social interactions
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How to help students with monitoring
issues in the classroom:
´ Teach them to use self-talk
´ Set personal timer to check if still on task
´ Self-Monitoring Strategies for Use in the Classroom: A
Promising Practice to Support Productive Behavior for
Students With Emotional or Behavioral Disorders
https://www.gadoe.org/Curriculum-Instruction-andAssessment/Special-EducationServices/Documents/PBIS/201617/PBIS%20in%20the%20Classroom%203/SelfMonitoring.pdf

• Thinking spot
• Identify triggers
• Autopsy
http://www.ldonline.org/article/Social_Skill_Autopsies%3A
_A_Strategy_to_Promote_and_Develop_Social_Compete
ncies
• Self-monitoring for students
https://vkc.mc.vanderbilt.edu/assets/files/resources/psiSe
lfmonitoring.pdf

´ Goal note on desk

´ Questions to Determine If Self-Monitoring Is an Appropriate Intervention
´ Does the student possess the skills to engage in the target behavior
(i.e., a performance deficit)?
´ Would the student be expected to engage in the target behavior at
least a few times a week?
´ Is the target behavior developmentally and cognitively appropriate
for the student?
´ Is the behavior voluntary?
´ Is the behavior one that does not evoke harm on the student, the
people around him or her, or the environment?
´ Is it clear that the student does not engage in the behavior for cultural
reasons?

Stress

´ If you answered "yes" for all of the questions, then self-monitoring may
be an appropriate strategy. If you answered “no” for any questions
then self-monitoring is probably not an appropriate intervention to use.
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What helps when you are tense?
´ Figgit items
´ Moving
´ Rocking chairs
´ Chewing gum, lollipops
´ Going to your happy place!
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Yoga

´yogafoster.org

Aerobic exercise:

Mindfulness

´Robust relations between aerobic exercise and
EF in children and adults

´Repeated engagement in mindfulness activities
improved EF

´Includes video games with movement
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Hurdle helping!
´ Identify Issue (a can’t, won’t, doesn’t statement)

Create a personal hurdle
management plan!
´ If I have difficulty with
this:

´ What is the hurdle?

´ I can do this:
´ What might help?

´ Generate a list of options
from which to choose.

´ The colored markers ex.

Programs:
´Tools of Mind
(Bodrova and
Leong, 2007)

The Executive
Friendly Classroom:
´Paths (Greenberg
et al. 1995)

´Has seating options
´Has lighting options
´Allows for movement ´Has sound/noise
options (rugs,
´Allows students to
headphone)
stand
´Has
visual distraction
´Provides “desk”
options
options
´Cubbies
´Considers who is
seated with whom
´Shared spaces
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My goal is:

Individual goal plan, Meltzer

My goal is:

Self-Regulated Strategy Development
(Graham & Harris)

My target date is:
To reach the goal, I will do these things:
1.
2
3.
I will know I reached my goal when

1. Develop background Knowledge
2. Discuss It
3. Model It
4. Memorize it
5. Support It

Two things will help me stick to my goal
1.
2.

6. Independent Practice
http://cehs.unl.edu/secd/self-regulation/

If I run into problems, I can do these two
things
1.
2.

Assessing Executive Function Skills
Informal/Formal Assessments:
Classroom Observations
Work Samples
Checklists: BRIEF
Assessment Rubrics
Surveys

National Institutes of Health Toolbox for
Assessment of Neurological and
Behavioral Function
´Free, validated, reliabel norm refernced
measure s of EF
´Brief, 5 minutes
´Tablet based
´http://www.healthmeasures.net/exploremeasurement-systems/overview
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New reference!
´https://ies.ed.gov/ncer/pubs/20172000/p
df/20172000.pdf
´ Executive Function: Implications for Education Authors Philip David Zelazo
Clancy B. Blair Michael T. Willoughby National Center for Education
Research (NCER) Meredith Larson (Project Officer) Erin Higgins National
Center for Special Education Research (NCER)

´ Dialectical Behavioral Therapy http://mindfulnesstherapy.org/dbt/
´ Mindfulness worksheet http://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/dbtmindfulness-skills.pdf
´ Nurtured Heart Approach http://mindfulnesstherapy.org/dbt/
´ Positive Behavioral Supports in the Classroom https://www.pbis.org/school/pbisin-the-classroom
´ https://www.amazon.com/Promoting-Executive-Function-Classroom-SpecialNeeds/dp/1606236164
´ https://www.amazon.com/Strategy-Instruction-Students-Disabilities-SpecialNeeds/dp/1462511988
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Executive processing for teens!
´ http://46y5eh11fhgw3ve3ytpwxt9r.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/05/Activities-for-Adolescents.pdf

The two best questions:
What do you need?
Help me understand.

Thank you!
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